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The sole objective of this report is the prevention of accidents and incidents and not to apportion blame.
This report is issued in accordance to the available information at time of issue and may be amended if a concrete evidence appears
later in future.

SYNOPSIS
On 23/06/06 the aircraft MD-83, serial number 53192, Registration SU-BOZ
wet leased by Sudan Airways, was on a scheduled flight en-route KhartoumJuba- Nairobi- Juba- Khartoum. On its return flight from Nairobi, it landed
Juba Airport. The weather condition convoyed to the aircraft by Juba ATC
was:wind
temperature
dew
Visibility
QNH

180/03 Kt.,
31 C,
22
10 Km
1014.

The aircraft landed R/W 31 with landing weight 54 tons and speed of 130
Kts. with reverse being immediately deployed. The touch down point was
752 meters beyond R/W 31 threshold. Five seconds after touch down left
wing spoilers suddenly return to stow position and aircraft entered into
lateral acceleration condition. The aircraft managed to decelerate to 48
knots, then speed started to increase gradually. Forty eight second after
touch down the PIC felt that the aircraft might not come to a full stop he
deployed the reverse once again and aircraft speed increased rolling in a
curved path to the right and came to total stop about 360 meters ( 1181 feet )
beyond the threshold of R/W 13 ( that is end of R/W 31 ) with left wing
touching the muddy ground and retracted nose and left landing gear.

The Egyptian Authority was notified and an Accredited Representative

arrived Khartoum and joined the Investigation Board which comprised of :
Engineer
:
Abdelsamie Adam Ali
A/port Officer:
Mohamed Elhassan Taha
Engineer
:
Dafalla Saeed
Egyptian Accredited Representative :
Engineer
:
Gebaly Husain
The Investigation Board visited the accident site on 24/06/06 and
interviewed eye witnesses and crew, took photos and collected the CVR and
FDR.
The flight Recorders were read-out at the Egyptian Central Investigation
Directorate Facility.
Notification was send to the concerned states.

1.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

Type and registration of aircraft : Boeing MD 83, SU-BOZ
Date of manufacture and
serial Number

:

Number and type of engines

: 2 , JT8D-219, SN P728107D, P728108D

Date and type of last check

:

Owner

: AMC/ 5 El-Nasr St. Elnozha Elgedida
Heliopolis, Cairo.

Operator

:

Sudan Airways

Flight phase

:

Landing

Date and time

: 23/06/06, 10:35 UTC

Location

: Juba Airport R/W 31 at
N 04 51 54 E 031 36 33.76

Damage to aircraft

: The aircraft sustained
substantial damage

Number on board

: 12 crew members, 12 passengers

Injuries

: Crew Nil Passengers Nil

Pilot-in-Command license
Total flying experience
Total on type

: Male age 52 years, had Egyptian ATPL
: 7673 hrs.
: 2179 hrs.

1996, SN 53192

14/05/06, check A

1.1 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
The aircraft MD-83, serial number 53192, registration SU-BOZ leased
by Sudan Airways was assigned for schedule flight to carry passengers to
Nairobi (Kenya) via Juba. The aircraft took off from Khartoum Airport on
23/06/06 at 03:25 UTC en-route to Nairobi carrying 94 passengers from
which 76 passengers were embarked at Juba.
The aircraft, Su-BOZ arrived Nairobi at 07:05 UTC on 23/06/06 with 18
passengers. The trip was uneventful.
After carrying out Before Flight Check at Nairobi Airport the aircraft left
Nairobi back to Khartoum Airport via Juba with 12 passengers on board and
17 tons of Jet A1.
The aircraft took off from Nairobi Airport at 09:10 UTC on 23/06/06
cruising at FL 350. The aircraft started descend at about 115 Nautical Miles
to Juba Airport and as being stated by the crew the flight was normal.
Weather at juba was:
Wind
180/03 Knots
Temperature
31
Dew
22
Visibility
10 Km
QNH
1014
All times in ( UTC) with difference of one minute between Juba actual time
and the aircraft clock ( below Juba time in UTC).
10 ;27:40 The PIC instructed F/O to contact Juba Airport ATC : if traffic
permitted to request straighten approach VOR VOR/DME
Runway One Three
10:27:49 F/O contacted Juba ATC : Sudan Air Three Two Five if traffic
permitted request straighten approach Runway One Three
10:27:55 Juba ATC : Sudan Air Three Two Five insight for straighten
approach Runway One Three…. Three One
10:28:03 F/O
: Which Runway in use Sudan Air Three Two Five
10:28:06 ATC
: Three One
10:28:10 F/O
: Runway Three One
10:28:12 ATC
: Roger Runway Three One report establish
10:28:17 F/O
: Report establish Sudan Air Three Two Five
10:30:10 F/O
: Juba Sudan Air three Two Five field inside request
descend to minimum

10:30:13 ATC
10:30:46

10:31:07
10:32:00
10:32:03

10:34:12
10:34:18
10:35:00
10:35:04
!0:35:13

10:35:28
10:35:29
10:35:31
10:35:35
10:35:36
10:35:41
10:35:46
10:35:51

: Descend to minimum next call final Runway Three
One
: Speed was checked by crew and Slats extended

: Flaps Eleven selected
: VOR captured
: Flaps were set fifteen degrees
Approach check lasted for five minutes twelve seconds. Flaps
lowered to 28 degrees before lowering landing gear.
Undercarriage was lowered and Flaps were set to forty degrees,
then the crew started their before landing check which lasted for
thirty eight seconds ensuring brake was sufficient, undercarriage
three greens, flaps forty, spoilers armed, VOR armed, Auto
throttle and Autopilot off.
F/O
: Juba tower Sudan Air Three Two Five final
TWR
: Sudan Air Three Two Five clear to land runway in
use Three One
Landing commenced
F/O
: Speed brake up, reverse four lights
The PIC asked the F/O if he is doing anything with the control as
he felt a sort of instability on the aircraft track and some lateral
movement and F/O answer was negative.
Observer who was the second Captain said : It is veering
PIC
: Veering and shaking
PIC
: Brakes, No brakes, No brakes
PIC
: No brakes… No brakes…No brakes…No reverse..
there is nothing
Observer : Easy…easy
TWR
: Sudan Air Three Two Five clear to back track
report marsheller insight
PIC Repeating There is nothing………….
: Central Microphone sounds indicating landing
gear up

As stated by the crew members the touch down point was about
400 meters from the beginning of Runway 31(eye witnesses said touch down
point about 500-700 meters from beginning of R/W 31). Then reverse was
selected and the aircraft speed reduced to about 80 Knots and at that moment
the Pilot –in -Command felt some lateral instability and shaking of the

aircraft while rolling and he asked F/O if he is doing anything with the
rudder and the answer was negative, and thus he decided to use manual
brakes by pressing the brake peddles. The brakes did not have any effect as
he stated and the aircraft did not decelerate efficiently.
When the speed of the aircraft was about 60 Knots and the aircraft was
approaching the end of Runway 31 the PIC ( according to his statement) as
the only solution for him, he deployed the reverse once again and the aircraft
speed suddenly increased and the aircraft veered to the right and went off the
Runway 31 and came to total stop 300 meters ( 984 feet) from the end of
paved extension of Runway 31 on a muddy area with retracted left
undercarriage leg and left wing touching the ground.
The crew and passengers evacuated the aircraft safely by usage of the
emergency exits over the wing. The Fire Brigade arrived immediately at the
accident site and helped in evacuation. No fire broke out.
1.2 Injuries

INJURIES
Fatal
Serious
Minor/none

CREW
None
None
None

PASSENGERS
None
None
None

OTHERS
None
None
None

1.3 Damage to aircraft
Both retracting jacks of nose and left landing gear were sheared off. the
left engine reverse partially deployed. The left hydraulic system return
pipe Part number 7936907-711 damaged at its connection with the
reservoir.

1.4 Other Damages
Two lambs at the end of Runway 31 were damaged.

1.5 Personnel Information
1.5.1
The Pilot-in -command
Male age 52 years, of Egyptian nationality
Total flying experience
: 7673 hrs.
Total on type
: 2179 hrs.
Total last three months
: 231 hrs.
Total last 28 days
:
68 hrs.
Total last 7 days
:
15 hrs.
Total previous day
:
2 hrs.
Last Proficiency check date
: 20/02/2006
Last medical check date
: 31/05/2006
Instrument Rating validity up to : 28/02/2007
License validity up to
: 30/09/2006
Release to fly foreign aircraft in Sudan from 20/06/06 to 31/08/06
1.5.2

1.5.3

First Officer
Male age 43 years, of Egyptian nationality
Total flying experience
: 433 hrs.
Total on type
: 260 hrs.
Total last three months
: 107 hrs.
Total last 28 days
:
50 hrs.
Total last 7 days
:
10 hrs.
Total previous day
:
2 hrs.
Last Proficiency check date
: 06/03/2006
Last medical check date
: 18/01/2006
Instrument Rating validity up to : 31/07/2006
License validity up to
: 28/07/2006
Release to fly foreign aircraft in Sudan from 20/06/06 to 31/08/06
Observer ( second Captain)
Male age 42 years, of Egyptian nationality
Total flying experience
: 8497 hrs.
Total on type
: 1135 hrs.
Total last three months
:
226 hrs.
Total last 28 days
:
60 hrs.
Total last 7 days
:
10 hrs.
Total previous day
:
3 hrs.
Last Proficiency check date
: 04/01/2006
Last medical check date
: 18/01/2006

Instrument Rating validity up to : 31/01/2007
License validity up to
: 14/07/2006
Release to fly foreign aircraft in Sudan from 20/06/06 to 31/08/06
1.6 Aircraft Information
The aircraft MD-83 serial number 53192 is powered by two Pratt and
Whitney JT8D axial flow turbofan engines aft mounted and an
auxiliary power unit. The aircraft hydraulic power is provided by two
separate systems known as left system and right system.
The right system provides hydraulic power to the rudder, aft passenger
entrance stairway and the landing gear actuating subsystem, while the
left system provides hydraulic power to the elevator augmenter. All
other hydraulic subsystems are served by both systems through
separate valves actuators.
Both systems are powered by two separate engine driven pumps with
an auxiliary pump in the right system. A power transfer unit is used to
transfer full available power between the two systems. The unit
mechanically connects both systems enabling hydraulic pressure to be
transferred in case of one system failure. The unit is controlled by a
motor operating two shutoff valves, one in each system. The shutoff
valves will automatically close if either system reservoir quantity fall
below a safe level. Subsystems that normally receive pressure from
both hydraulic systems will operate at a reduced rate if one system is
inoperative. ( Ref. Chapter 11 section 4, Attachment “A” ).
A hydraulic fluid quantity limiter is installed in each brake line
downstream of each antiskid servovalve to protect against total loss of
fluid if a line rupture or break by isolating the open line from the
main hydraulic system to prevent loss of hydraulic fluid.
The MD-83 is provided with spoiler system consists of hydraulically
operated flight/ground spoiler panels on the upper surface of each
wing, forward of the flaps. The flight spoiler system aids lateral
control and also serves as a speed brake during flight. Also used with
the ground spoilers after landing to reduce stopping distance.
The aircraft Maintenance Programme was approved by the Egyptian
Airworthiness Department under the approval number
ECAA/MP/2004/AMC/MD-83/REV.1 on 29/09/2004.

The Pre-flight (BF) check to be carried out just before departure.
Service check to be carried out every three days not to exceed 72 flight
hours.
Check A and Multiples to be carried out at intervals not exceeding 450
flight hours.
Check C and Multiples to be carried out at intervals not exceeding
3600 flight hours or 15monthes which occurs first.
Last check was Check A carried out on 14/05/06. Check C was carried
out on 29/03/06.
Aircraft total flying hours till 23/06/o6 was 22931:42 hrs.
Flying hours since last check C
675:25 hrs.
Flying hours since last check A
256:00 hrs.
1.6.1 Aircraft Engines
The MD-83 was powered by two Pratt and Whitney JT8D axial flow
Turbofan engines.
Engine 1
Date of manufacture
18/09/96
Serial number
P728107D
Total flying hours
17498 hrs.
Engine 2
Date of manufacture
18/09/96
Serial number
P728108D
Total flying hours
20952 hrs.
Last maintenance check was check A1 carried out on 14/05/06.
1.6.1.1 Thrust Reversers
The thrust reverser system for both engine is identical and
independent, consisting of two thrust reverser doors, thrust reverser
control and indicating system. The control levers are hinged to
throttle levers and will not operate unless the throttles are in the
idle position. The reverse system also comprises a hydraulic
accumulator which provides sufficient pressure to extend and
partially stow the reverser door
1.7
Meteorological Information
Weather at juba was:
Wind
180/03 Knots
Temperature
31
Dew
22
Visibility
10 Km
QNH
1014

1.8 Aids to Navigation
VOR and DME
1.9 Communication
VHF frequency 118.4 MHz
1.10 Aerodrome Information
Juba Airport is located at 045219.22 N, 0313604.02 E. Its elevation is
1513 feet (461 meters) and is equipped with fire fighting equipment
estimated as Cat 5. The Airport has two Runways characterized as
R/W 13 and R/W 31 both of length 2400 meters ( 7874 feet ) and
width of 45 meters ( 147.65 feet ) with clear area of 60 meters ( 197
feet ) at both ends. Runway 13 threshold elevation 458.1 meters ( 1503
feet ) and that of Runway 31 is 468.7 meters (1538 feet ).
The Airport radio navigation aids VOR co-located with DME and its
communication facility VHF frequency 118.4 MHz
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft MD-83, SU-BOZ is equipped with two on board recorders.
The Cockpit Voice Recorder type Fairchild Model A100A,
Part Number
93-A100-80
Serial Number 55729
Weight
23.9 lbs.
Power
17 Watts
Manufactured 09/1989
Recording time 30 minutes reversible.
The Flight Data Recorder is of a Solid State Memory manufactured
by AlliedSignal on 01/01/1996
Part Number
980-4700-002
Serial Number 1488
Weight
18 lbs.
Nom voltage
115 VAC 400Hz
Power
10 Watts
Both recorders were read and decoded at the Egyptian Central Aircraft
Accident Investigation Directorate Facility. The FDR read-out result
obtained was as follows:a) Time taken by the aircraft after touch down till it came to a full
stop was 56 seconds and sound of landing gear horn came on
once again 49 seconds after touch down indicating undercarriage
retraction.

b) 2.5-3 seconds after touch down Thrust reversers were deployed
for about 26 seconds and deployed again later after 23 seconds
and lasted for 6 seconds. At this stage only right engine reverser
was deployed while the left engine reverser was partially
deployed.
c) Brakes were activated by the Left Hydraulic system and the
aircraft decelerate to 48 knots on 30 seconds.
d) 3 seconds after touch down the aircraft experienced lateral
acceleration which increased by time.
4 seconds after touch down ( right wing shown by FDR
readout) left wing spoilers suddenly were stowed and that of the
( left wing from FDR readout) right wing remained deployed.
The FDR read out shows that flap setting was 38 degrees and
landing heading was 304.8 degrees instead of the actual setting
of flaps 40 degrees and actual R/W 31 heading 310.2 degrees.
Same variation occurred on Radio Altimeter. Those variation on
read-out might be due to malfunction of sensors which should be
stated during the yearly calibration so as to take the deviation
factor into consideration during read-out. Those variations may
give a glue that even the readout landing speed was not the
actual landing speed. Variation factor for heading found to be
1.0174 and that for flap setting is 1.05. If this variation is taken
into consideration for the whole readout , the landing speed will
rise to 134 Kts instead of 130 Kts.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
The accident site area is a muddy soft cotton soil. The aircraft
after passing runway 31 threshold rolled on the soft muddy
ground about 300 meters and came to a total stop with the right
undercarriage extended and locked. the aircraft on its rolling off
the runway passed through ditches of water of about 10 meters in
length and about one meter in depth.
The aircraft came to total stop wresting on the extended right
undercarriage with the left wing whole length resting on the ground
surface. Also the aircraft front portion stuck into the muddy ground
with both nose and left undercarriage seem retracted. Both retracting
jacks of nose and left undercarriage were sheared off which lead to
retract both struts and caused the left wing to touch the ground.
The left hydraulic system return pipe found damaged at its

connection with the hydraulic reservoir due to severe tightening. The
left hydraulic system reservoir found empty while the right system
reservoir was full with hydraulic fluid.
1.13 Medical and Pathological Information
Crew members and passengers were subjected to medical check and
all found in good condition.

1.14 Fire
No fire broke out
1.15 Survival Aspect
the accident was survivable as the aircraft dashed into a muddy soft
cotton soil with small bushes and grass full of water due the rainy
season at that time.
1.16 Test and Research
As the return hydraulic pipe P/N 7936907-711, hydraulic Pipe Clip and
actuator rod of left main undercarriage landing gear were found
damaged they were send to Egyptian Central Metallurgical Research
and Development Institute to determine the cause of failure.
Investigation and analysis were carried out including complete
examination of the fractured surfaces using stereoscope, optical and
scanning electron microscopes and energy dispersive spectroscopy in
addition to chemical analysis, cross-section microstructure, hardness
and X-ray fluorescent analysis.
The result of investigation for the hydraulic pipe P/N 7936907-711
revealed that the damage was due to over tightening during regular
check up by the workers.
The hydraulic Pipe Clip failed due to formation of microvoids
coalescence that being formed around the second phase particle.
Actuator Rod End of left main landing gear failed due to sudden
shearing high velocity projectile impact.
Reference Attachment “B”
1.17 Organization and Management Information
The Organization , AMC, had a valid Egyptian AOC and Approved
Maintenance ( Repair) station to carry maintenance up to Check C for
all types of aircraft owned by the organization and Line maintenance

for their aircraft respective engines. All documents regarding aircraft
and operation procedures were recently being amended. All of its crew
were properly qualified. The organization had a proper procedure.
1.18 Additional Information
The aircraft was recovered four months later during the dry season and
pulled back to the apron for repair.
1.19 Useful or Effective Investigation Technique
None

2.

ANALYSIS

2-1 General
As there was a difference between the statements given by the eye
witnesses and the Pilot-in-Command and other crew members regarding the
distance of touch down point from the threshold of Runway 31, and as the
indicated airspeed does not differ much from the true airspeed on ground (
wind vector is negligible ), two methods were used to calculate the whole
distance covered by the aircraft on ground. First method used is by means of
average velocity and time that is ( S= t(V 1 +V 2 )/2) and the second method by
using speed variation by time. By those methods the total distance covered
by the aircraft on ground and Runway 31till it came to total stop is 2008
meters. The distance covered by the aircraft off the Runway 13 threshold
found to be 360 meters ( 1181 feet ) and off R/W 31 paved extension by 300
meters ( 984 feet ), thus the distance covered by the aircraft on Runway and
paved extension of R/W 31 is 1760 meters (5775 feet ). The resultant of this
calculation coincides with the eye witnesses statements that the aircraft
touch down point was in the range of 500 - 700 meters ( 1641-2297 feet )
from the beginning of Runway 31. Thus the actual touch down point is 752
meters ( 2467 feet ) from Runway 31 threshold.
2-1-1 Operation of aircraft
Reference Flight Crew Operation Manual page 13/14( shown below)
regarding landing field length and speed for either dry or wet runway with
40 degrees flaps and slats extended is being consulted to calculate the length
of landing run for an aircraft of landing weight of 54 tons and airport of
pressure altitude of 1513 feet and wind of 3 knots speed.
Anti-skid inoperative case was not taken into consideration due the facts
being studied during the aircraft rolling time and distances covered on
ground. It is found that the required run length at speed of about 127 knots
for dry runway is 1400 (4593.4 feet ) meters and that for wet runway is 1600
meters. On the other hand if the landing speed is 130 knots the length
required on dry runway will be 1500 meters ( 4921.5 feet ) and on

wet runway will be 1700 ( 5577.7 feet ) meters. Thus from the above
calculation as the aircraft MD-83 landed 752 meters after the beginning of
runway 31 with speed of 130 knots the remaining distance available will
be:For dry Runway : 2400 – 1500 - 752 = 148 meters to track back and
For wet Runway : 2400 – 1700 - 752 = - 52 meters off runway
if everything is normal.

As the season is rainy season the runway might be contaminated due
to rain falls. In accordance to FDR read-out aircraft landing speed
was 130 Kts.( ref FDR frame No. 483) at which radio altimeter read 0
feet.
Figures of radio altimeter shown by frames (484-543) were due either
to malfunction of sensors or calibration deviation.
The nose wheel was lowered down 6 seconds after touch
down and both engines thrust reversers were unlocked and deployed 2
seconds after touch down and kept unlocked till once again being
deployed as was stated by the PIC and indicated by the read out of the
FDR. The PIC stated that he did not return the T/R to lock position
for both engines after stowing for the first time as if he was expecting
an unexpected event and might be due to high landing speed putting

in mind he is going to deploy the T/R once again.
Both engines T/R ( for the first time) remained deployed for a period
of 27 seconds after touch down and then stowed but kept unlocked.
During investigation and inspection of aircraft parts and systems it
was found that the left hydraulic system reservoir drained and no
traces of hydraulic fluid while the right one is full with hydraulic
fluid. In the same time damage to pipe no. 7936907- 11 ( ref 1.16
above) was detected which lead left hydraulic system to loose its
fluid to atmosphere which lead to stowage of the left wing spoilers
after exhausting its accumulators pressure within 4 seconds after
touch down and resulted in putting the aircraft in a lateral
acceleration and tendency of aircraft to veer to the right due to
braking effect of the right wing extended spoilers. This effect was
being counteracted by the movement of the rudder which operates
only from the right hydraulic system, and this gives a concrete
evidence that the operated hydraulic system was the right hydraulic
system thus the readout of the FDR regarding aircraft wings,
hydraulic systems and brake pressure were reversed. Changing of
flaps setting from 38 degrees to 25 degrees 52 seconds after touch
down ( ref to Egyptian Authority Comments) was due to the fact that
the aircraft was rolling on the soft muddy ground with the left
wing skidding on the ground due to retraction of the left landing
gear. Forty five seconds, and at a distance of 1837 ( 6027 feet )
meters, after touch down point the aircraft encountered the first hard
impact after which by one second landing gear horn sound
indicating undercarriage up.
2.1.2 The FDR read-out
The FDR read –out show that spoilers of right wing were stowed after
landing and that brakes were operated by the left hydraulic system.
During physical investigation of both hydraulic systems it was found
that left hydraulic system reservoir was empty with a damaged return
line pipe ( refer to 1.16) while the right hydraulic system reservoir
was found full with hydraulic fluid and on the same time the aircraft
rudder and the right engine reverser were operating which indicate
that the operating hydraulic system was the right hydraulic system as
the rudder operates only from the right hydraulic system as per
aircraft manuals. This gives concrete evidence that the FDR readout
was reversed. Also another point derived from the aircraft crew and
CVR read-out the aircraft at touch down flap setting was 40 degrees

and autobrake was being armed but the FDR read-out show that flaps
setting was 38 degrees and heading during landing was 304.8
degrees., thus there was difference between the actual values for
heading and flap setting and the read out values. The same variation
occurred on radio altimeter read-out which means that those
variations might be due to either to malfunction of sensors or due
calibration not being done. This might give a glue that even the actual
landing speed was not that was given on read-out. The variation
factor for heading is about 0.01741 and that for flaps setting is 0.05.
If the above factors are taken into consideration for the whole readout of the FDR the landing speed may rise to 134 Kts. instead of the
read 130 Kts.

.2.1.2 Landing of aircraft
During the Before landing Check the Auto-brake was selected to
Minimum and armed and according to the aircraft operation Manual
the automatic braking is delayed for approximately 4 seconds after
spoiler deployment. The aircraft touched down at speed of 130 knots,
752 meters ( 2467 feet ) from the threshold of R/W 31 and ground
spoilers were deployed with the spin of landing gear tires. Suddenly 3
to 4 seconds from touch down at speed of 127 knots the left wing
spoilers were stowed (right wing on the FDR readout) and the aircraft

entered into lateral acceleration which lead the PIC to ask the F/O if
he is doing any thing and realized that the F/O was doing nothing.
Stowing of ground spoilers released brake pressure (supplied by the
right hydraulic system ) without disarming the Automatic Brake
System. Brakes pressure was supplied by the right hydraulic system
( left hydraulic system on the FDR readout ) only. About 4 seconds
from touch down brake pressure started building up reaching 342 psi
and then dropped to 15 psi for 3 seconds which indicate no braking
effect in the first 7 seconds. The PIC felt that the deceleration of the
aircraft is slow and not stable in its heading and shaking so he started
to press the peddles overriding the automatic brake. Brake pressure
started building up and in 14 seconds time reach 660 psi reducing
aircraft speed to 94 Kts. The brake pressure continued building up to
670 psi and aircraft speed reduced to76 Kts. and by the time the
aircraft speed reduced to 48 Kts. brake pressure was exhausted
dropping to 311 psi. Reducing aircraft speed to 48 Kts. took 30
seconds from touch down.
Inefficient braking , dropping and rising of brake pressure might
be due to a defect within the power transfer unit or the unit being
closed due to leakage of hydraulic fluid from the left system. At that
moment the right Hydraulic System was exhausted and the aircraft
was rolling down slope of R/W 31 the speed started to increase due to
its inertia force and passed the paved extension of runway 31 with
speed of 58 Kts., and rolled into the soft ground with increasing speed
of 69 knots and warning horn sound indicating landing gear up at a
distance of 129 meters ( 423 feet ) from the end of paved extension of
R/W 31. The crew were being puzzled and disoriented the Pilot-incommand deployed the reverse once again to stop the aircraft, but
unexpectedly aircraft speed increased and aircraft veered to the right
while moving forward and in the same time banking left due to left
landing gear not in a proper condition either broken or immersed into
the muddy ground and came to stop 360 meters from the end of R/W
31 heading 360 degrees.
During aircraft landing and after touch down immediately engines
thrust reversers were deployed for 27 seconds and kept unlock. Within
that time the aircraft rolled for a distance of 1261.5 meters ( 4139 feet)
on runway and the aircraft speed reduced to 52 Kts. Up to that
moment the available remaining distance of R/W 31 was about 386
meters ( 1267 feet ). Three seconds later the speed reduced to 48 Kts
and still 308 meters of runway was available. Due to diminishing

brake pressure at that moment and rolling of aircraft down slope of
R/W 31, gradually aircraft speed started to increase and passed the
end of R/W 31 with speed of 54 Kts. within forty one seconds after
touch down. Within two seconds time after reaching the end of the
paved extension of R/W 31 engines EPR increased to above 2 for a
period of five seconds increasing aircraft speed to above 59 Kts. and
aircraft rolled for a distance of 203 meters ( 666 feet ) passing the
paved extension of R/W 31 by 129 meters ( 423 feet ) where landing
gear warning horn sound indicating nose gear up and that occurred at
speed above 60 Kts. and EPR above 1.8. Nose landing gear was
forced to retract due to high impact and muddy soft ground resistance
in which it was immersed while aircraft passing the end of the paved
extension with speed of 58 Kts. After one second of horn sound the
Pilot-in command deployed reverse for the second time hoping to stop
the aircraft , but speed increased to above 70 Kts. and aircraft veered
to the right with left wing skidding on the ground and came to a full
stop 360 meters ( 1181 feet ) from the threshold of R/W 13 that
was 300 meters ( 984 feet ) from the end of the paved extension of
R/W 31.
Approximately forty nine seconds after touch down left landing gear
actuator sheared off due to a second hard impact and the left landing
gear retracted inwards causing left wing to contact the ground forcing
flaps to change its setting to 28 degrees. Lateral acceleration imposed
and shaking of aircraft and sudden increase of engines EPR above 2
for five seconds, forty three seconds after touch down, that increased
aircraft speed puzzled the crew. No one noticed the position of the
aircraft within the runway. Reasons for EPR increase might be due to
high vibration and shaking of aircraft in addition to PIC holding the
throttles which might caused the throttles moving forward
unintentionally due to the first hard impact on leaving paved ground.
Deployment of reverse for the second time which last for 4 seconds
commenced 48 seconds after touch down and at a distance of 1868
meters ( 6129 feet ) from touch down point after landing gear warning
horn sound. Deployment of reverse occurred of 69 Kts. with an
ineffective brakes which might be due to wear of brake discs and
exhausted hydraulic system working on reduced power. Deployment
of reverse caused the aircraft to roll for a distance of 175 meters ( 574
feet ) turning the aircraft to 360 heading. The aircraft came to
complete stop resting on the extended right gear and left wing resting
on the ground.

By the time the PIC selected deploying of the reverse the Left
hydraulic System thrust reverser accumulator pressure was already
being exhausted during first deployment after touch down due to the
fact that the left system already lost its hydraulic fluid to atmosphere
as the return pipe connection to the reservoir is being damaged due to
severe tightening. Operation of brakes was supplied by the right
hydraulic system and thrust reverser of the left engine was actuated
for the first trial from its accumulators. left engine reverse might not
being completely stowed after being deployed at landing due to
insufficient available pressure from the left hydraulic system and thus
was kept partially deployed. During the second time selection of
reverse deployment the Right Hydraulic System fully deployed the
right engine reverse and thus the aircraft speed increased due to thrust
from the left engine. The aircraft came to stop resting on its belly and
left wing touching the ground with right engine reverse doors stowed
and that of left engine partially deployed.

During the investigation role, the R/W 31 was inspected for traces of
hydraulic fluid but no traces were found which means no spillage of
hydraulic fluid occurred during landing or rolling of aircraft on
runway. It is probable that the system defused amount of fluid during
flight which was unnoticeable by the crew. Spillage of hydraulic fluid
during flight might be due to the imposed vibration acquired by the
hydraulic pipe of P/N 7936907-711 due to breakage of the clip
securing the pipe to the undercarriage bay due increased strain that

occurred due to loose tightening. The vibration of the pipe lead to
movement of the pipe flattened end at the connection with the
reservoir thus disseminating fluid to atmosphere.
Stowing of left wing spoilers after landing might be due to a
malfunction of the selector valve as the circuit breaker in the upper
right bus panel found on -off position either due to a short circuit
within the unit or its electrical circuit.

Stowing of spoilers might inhibited the automatic brake system
without being indicated to the crew and thus automatic brake were not
being activated, ( as shown by FDR read-out there was no brake effect
within the first seven seconds ) and was disarmed after landing and
the aircraft entered in a lateral acceleration which puzzled the PIC and
he concentrated all his effort to counteract the lateral acceleration
without taking notice of the un-effective deceleration of the aircraft
due to insufficient braking action and fast approaching of runway
end..

Flaps forced up by ground reaction

Track of aircraft

On May 2005 MD-83, SU-BOZ overrun the runway on landing at
Poznan, Poland which might be for the same reason but no
information from Poland regarding that incident or reply to our
inquiry. Also there is no laid down procedure by the company
regarding such emergency condition.

3COCLUSION
3-1
Findings
3.1.1 The aircraft had a valid C of A
3.1.2 Maintenance carried out in accordance with an approved
maintenance Schedule.
3.1.3 The crew were properly licensed.
3.1.4 The aircraft landed R/W 31 at a point 698 meters from
threshold.
3.1.5 Unexpectedly stowage of right wing ground spoilers lead to
lateral acceleration .
3.1.6 Selection of reverse for the second time occurred after the
aircraft rolled about 92 meters on the muddy cotton soft ground.
3.1.7 Aircraft came to total stop resting on its belly and left wing 306
meters from R/W 31 end.
3.1.8 The FDR read-out was reversed regarding wings positions,
hydraulic systems with some variation in heading magnitude
and flap setting about 5.2 degrees less for heading and 2
degrees less for flaps setting due to FDR calibration.
3.1.9 It appears that Juba Tower has no clear vision of the runway as
the ATC cleared the aircraft to track back the moment it was
stuck into the mud.

3-2 Cause of the Serious Incident
Late touch down point down sloped R/W 31, reduced brake
effect and imposed lateral acceleration that puzzled the PIC and
attracted his attention to counteract the unexpected phenomena
is the main reason to this serious incident.
3.2.1 Poor maintenance and improper before flight and landing
checks are considered to be a contributory factor to this serious
incident.

4.

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Manufacturer and aircraft hydraulic system design organization
should introduce a unit to cancel the effect of spoilers stowage on
the Automatic Brake System operation.
4.2 The operator should add inspection of the hydraulic system
components in the Before Flight Check procedure.
4.3 Sudan Civil Aviation should install recording facilities to record
Communication between all ATS Units and aircraft and between
ATS Units as well at all Sudan airports.
4.4 Airport ATC Tower location within the aerodromes should be
situated in such a place to give a clear vision of the whole
Runway length.

Eng/ A.A.Ali
Investigator-in-Charge

ATTACHMENT “A”

Attachment “B”

Attachment “B”

APPENDIX (A)
ABSTRACTS FROM THE COLLECTED
DOCUMENTATION FOUND IN THE
AIRCRAFT (OPERATION PROCEDURE
MANUAL , SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
MANUAL AND PERFORMANCE MANUAL)

APPENDIX ‘B’

EGYPTIAN AUTHORITY COMMENTS

Eng./ A.A. Ali
The Air Accident Investigation Central Directorate, Civil Aviation Authority,
Republic Of Sudan
Mr. / Jones Dennis
U.S.Accredited Representative
NTSB
Mr. /Willam C.Steelhammer
Sr.Flight Safety Investigator,
Boeing Long Beach Division

Subject: SU-BOZ AIRCRAFT SERIOUS INCIDENT DRAFT RPORT
Central Directorate of Aircraft Accident Investigation, Ministry of Civil Aviation in
its pursuit for avoidance of future Aircraft type incidents and for the sake of
enhancing airplane type safety level and its concern to reach the probable cause
(s) that led to the serious incident scenario reviewed all the relevant documents
including:
- FDR Data
- Final Aircraft Serious Incident Report, issued by the Air Accident
Investigation Central Directorate, Civil Aviation Authority, Republic Of
Sudan
- Boeing Report
Central Directorate of Aircraft Accident Investigation, Ministry of Civil Aviation
feels that there are several technical issues that are not totally analyzed and
need further analysis.
Attached herewith, a list of the major incident events and the technical issues
that need further analysis. Other files that support MCA study are also attached
including:
- FDR processed data and charts (Two files)
- Technical description of relevant aircraft systems (extracts from MD83 manuals)
Looking forward for your cooperation, awaiting yr response in the nearest
possible future.
Best Regards
Captain/ Ibrahim Omran
Chief, Central Directorate of Aircraft Accident Investigation, Ministry of Civil
Aviation ,Cairo,Egypt

SU-BOZ AIRCRAFT SERIOUS INCIDENT:
:
I- Main events:

1

•

At FN 484 the Radio Altimeter showed -1 ft for the 1st time (A/C is
considered to be on Ground starting the Ground Roll at Frame Number
484 1) (With The WOW showing A/C on Ground, the RA shows a value of
-1 to -2 ft through most of the landing roll), . At FN 526 to FN 530 the RA
showed positive values (0- 2 ft). At FN 532 the RA showed again ground
condition up to the end of the ground roll (-2 ft)

•

At FN 488 the, the WOW showed Ground for the 1st time. at 523 the
WOW changed to "A/C in the Air" and remained "A/C in the Air" up to the
end of the ground roll

•

At FN 484 engine # 1 T/R showed unlocked condition, remaining unlock
up to the end of the ground roll

•

At FN 484 engine # 1 T/R showed deployed condition, at FN 510 engine #
1 T/R showed stowed "not Deployed" condition, remaining stowed "not
Deployed" to the end of the ground roll

•

At FN 485 engine # 2 T/R showed unlocked condition, remaining unlock
up to the end of the ground roll.

•

At FN 485 engine # 2T/R showed deployed condition At FN 509 engine #
2 T/R showed stowed "not Deployed" condition, remaining stowed "not
Deployed" to FN 531, then engine # 2 T/R showed deployed condition the
duration between 533 to FN 537. The engine # 2 T/R showed stowed "not
Deployed" condition again at FN 539 and up end of the ground roll.

•

At FN 484 the left Brake Pressure started building up reaching a value of
350 psi at FN 487 (rise is almost linear) and then decreased back to
almost zero at FN 488. The left brake pressure started increasing again
from 15 psi at FN 490, to about 694 psi at FN 598. The pressure dropped
again to 347 at FN 347. A sharp increase in press to 1032 psi occurred at
FN 530. Then A sharp decrease in press to 24 psi occurred at FN 532,
with no further press rise to the end of the ground run

•

No rise in Right Brake Pressure throughout the whole ground roll

Frame Number used in this analysis is the Frame Number in the FDR Data -97000

•

Both left and right spoilers were deployed at FN 483. At FN 487 the Right
Spoilers retracted and remained retracted to the end of the ground roll.

•

Both left and right spoilers were deployed at FN 483. The left spoilers
showed some slight movement downwards from about 66 degrees to
about 50 degree at FN 488 then moved again to about 63 degrees at FN
507. The right spoilers moved again to about 46 degrees at FN 534 and
then to about 52 degrees at FN 537 remaining at almost 52 degree to the
end of the ground roll.

•

At FN 488 the Hydraulic Press Low 2 Came on (At FN 530 the Hydraulic
Press Low condition was changed back to normal)

•

At FN 489 the Hydraulic Press Low 1 Came on. (The Hydraulic Press Low
Showed Low condition up to the end of the ground roll)

•

EPR and N1 for both engines showed several increases (1st with the
T/R's deployed, then with the T/R's stowed)

•

Master Warning showed no warning condition and remained unchanged
throughout the whole landing roll.

•

Selected landing flaps was 38 degrees. The flap setting was changed to
25 degree at FN 537. This setting remained unchanged up to the end of
the landing roll.

•

Left and Right slats were extended throughout the whole landing roll

•

At almost FN 528 the heading started increasing from about 309 degree to
about 354 degree at FN 537 (indicating that the A/C made a right yaw of
about 45 degrees)

•

Roll angle changes were very small up to FN 531 then it changed to -20
degree at FN 543 then to about -18 degree at FN 537, remained
unchanged up to the end of the landing roll.

•

Pitch angle changes were very small up to FN 530 then it changed to 29.5 degree at FN 537, remained unchanged up to the end of the landing
roll.

•

The rudder showed two considerable movements. The 1st max rudder
travel was 28 degree at FN 497 (right). The 2nd max rudder travel was 8
degree at FN 533 (right)

•

The lateral acceleration is almost consistent with the rudder movement.

Analysis:
•

The two Hydraulic Low press for the Left and Right systems indicated Low
Press, almost at the same time. (A pressure switch in each main gear
wheel well provides indication of low hydraulic pressure by illumination of
the master caution lights and left or right hydraulic pressure low caution
lights on the annunciator panel in the flight compartment whenever
hydraulic system pressure falls below 900 (±100) psi). The two systems
are completely independent. No single failure will cause failure of both
systems. (Referring to the factual information report, the left hydraulic
system return pipe was found damaged at its connection with the
reservoir)
Factual information has no data about the hydraulic quantity in each
hydraulic reservoir, values of last hydraulic press (including the brake
accumulator's press)
Requesting further analysis

•

The Master warning logic did not change with the hydraulic Press Low
condition which is not consistent with the operation logic of the Master
Warning.
Requesting further analysis

•

The left brake system was responding (brake press reached a max value
of 694 psi at FN 498 although the left system was showing Low Press
(pressure below 900 psi (±100) psi). The source of this press might be the
left hydraulic system or the left brake accumulator.
Requesting further analysis
The pressure increased again to a value of 1032 psi at FN 530 and then
suddenly dropped to 24 psi at FN 532. This is not consistent with the case
of left Hydraulic Low Press (if this case is true). Press source might be
from the brake accumulator.
Requesting further analysis

•

The right hydraulic brake system was not responding. This is consistent
with the case of right hydraulic system Low Press only if the right brake
accumulator is depleted. No available data in the factual information report
regarding the right accumulator.
Requesting further analysis

•

The right brake hydraulic system was almost lost at FN 532 (press was
about 39 psi). However, the engines powers were increased two times
before this time frame (FN 532). At FN 532, the engines powers were
reduced. The timing of engines power increase is not consistent with the
timing for brake press loss. Also, the timing for brake press loss is not
consistent with the hydraulic loss timing.
Requesting further analysis

•

Both T/R were unlocked and deployed up to FN 508, 509. This is not
consistent with cases of Hydraulic Low Press. (The T/R accumulators
press are not shown in the Factual Information Report)
Requesting further analysis

•

At FN 519, 620, both engines EPR increased, the T/R were not at
deployed condition, both T/R's were unlocked. The IAS had slightly
increased. This is consistent with a FWD Thrust condition. According to
the T/R design, the interlock mechanism prevents power from being
applied until the thrust reverser doors are fully deployed. This means that
the interlock mechanism did not function correctly.
Requesting further analysis

•

Both engine EPR increased again from about 1.14, 1.17 at FN 523 to
about 2.1, 2.1 up to FN 531. Both T/R remained not at deployed condition
up to FN 531; both T/R's were unlocked. This means that there were fwd
thrust from both engines through this period of time. The IAS showed
considerable rise which is consistent with the case of fwd thrust. This
means that the interlock mechanism did not function correctly
Requesting further analysis

•

The right engine T/R was deployed at FN 533 and remained deployed up
to FN 537, while the left engine T/R remained stowed "not Deployed" but
unlocked throughout the whole remaining ground run. Both EPR values
were dropping at this time. This suggests that the left engine was still
developing fwd thrust and the right engine was developing reverse thrust.
The left EPR was much higher than the right engine EPR. The heading
change and increase of IAS are consistent with that condition. This also
suggests that the right hydraulic system was still pressurized to deploy the
right engine T/R. This is not consistent with the right brake system loss
during this time.
Requesting further analysis

•

At 539 the right engine T/R showed stowed "not Deployed" and locked
condition. The left engine remained stowed and unlocked. The engines
EPR's were totally reduced after FN 539. This again suggests that the
right hydraulic system was still pressurized

•

The engines N1 changes were almost consistent with the EPR changes.

•

Both left and right spoilers were deployed at FN 483. At FN 487 the Right
Spoilers retracted and remained retracted to the end of the ground roll.
Asymmetric movement of the ground spoilers is not consistent with the
system normal operation. (The hydraulic pressure to the ground spoiler
tandem actuator is supplied from the ground spoiler control valves which

are powered by both the left and right hydraulic systems. Actuators will
extend and retract the ground spoiler panels with only one valve and/or
one hydraulic systems functioning).
Requesting further analysis
•

Factual information report showed that the Autobrake was selected to
minimum and armed.
Logic for Brake-On Initiation
(1) ABS Armed (as above)
(2) Throttles retarded below +20 degrees
(3) Brake pedals released
(4) Ground spoiler handle deployed (greater than approximately 5
degrees out of stowed position) - either by wheel spinup (deploying
spoilers automatically) or by manual deployment.
According to the system logic, brake-On Initiation is not related to
spoilers panels but the spoiler handle
Requesting further analysis

•

The rudder showed two considerable movements. The 1st max rudder
travel was 28 degree at FN 497 (right). (According to Boeing data, this
deflection exceeds the max rudder deflection).The 2nd max rudder travel
was 8 degree at FN 533 (right). The rudder deflection looks consistent
with the lateral acceleration. The rudder movement is not consistent with
the Right Hydraulic System failure.
Requesting further analysis

•

To compute the landing roll distance, TAS must be derived first (using IAS
and Density Ratio). Density ratio can be derived using press ratio and
temp ratio. TAS should be converted to ground speed applying wind
correction. Landing roll distance should be derived by integrating the
Ground Speed w.r.t. time using one of the numerical integration methods.
(results using this procedure disagree with the results from the accident
report)
Requesting further analysis to check the landing touch point

